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Philip Haas, an American filmmaker best known for his work in Butchers, Dragons, Gods, and Skeletons: Film Installations by Philip Haas. Art Fabrication of installation Arhat Taming the Dragon by Philip Haas. Art installations for the work Butchers, Dragons, Gods & Skeletons by Philip Haas. Interpreting and elaborating upon the works with film narratives, music, and sets. Malcolm Warner - Wikipedia 11 May 2016. Philip Haass set of monumental outdoor sculptures, The Four Seasons, are on display on the Kimbell Art Museum titled Butchers, Dragons, Gods, and Skeletons, which became one of Philip Haas' film installations at the Kimbell Art Museum titled Butchers, Dragons, Gods, and Skeletons, which became one of his most popular works. Butchers, Dragons, Gods & Skeletons, available from Blackwells with fast dispatch and delivery. Butchers, Dragons, Gods & Skeletons Film Installations by Philip Haas.